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This paper derives a class of first order probability matching priors and a com-
plete catalog of the reference priors for the general multivariate linear calibration
problem. In an important special case, a complete characterization of first order
probability matching priors is given, and a fairly general class of second order prob-
ability matching priors is also provided. Orthogonal transformations (1987,
D. R. Cox and N. Reid, J. Roy. Statist. Soc. Ser. B 49, 118) are found to facilitate
the derivations. It turns out that under orthogonal parameterization, reference
priors (including Jeffreys’ prior) are first order probability matching priors for
unidimensional multivariate linear calibration. Also, in univariate linear calibration,
the prior of W. G. Hunter and W. F. Lamboy (1981, Technometrics 23, 323350) is
a second order probability matching prior.  2000 Academic Press
AMS 1990 subject classifications: 62F15, 62H99.
Key words and phrases: calibration, first order probability matching priors,
second order probability matching priors, reference priors.
1. INTRODUCTION
The calibration problem involves using an estimated relationship
between a response Y and an explanatory variable X to predict unknown
X in future from further observed responses. Since the controversial paper
of Krutchkoff (1967), a large number of papers has appeared on calibra-
tion problem. Univariate Bayesian calibration has been discussed by
Hoadley (1970) and Hunter and Lamboy (1981). Hoadly showed that the
inverse regression estimator of Krutchkoff (1967) can be interpreted in a
Bayesian way. Hunter and Lamboy (1981), on the other hand, tended to
provide Bayesian support for the classical estimator (cf. Eisenhart, 1939).
However, the prior of Hunter and Lamboy was criticized both by Hill
(1981) and Lawless (1981). Multivariate linear calibration originated with
Brown (1982). Many subsequent papers put efforts on finding a good
frequentist confidence region, for example Oman (1988), Mathew and
Kasala (1994) and Mathew and Zha (1996). The difficulty of finding a
good exact frequentist confidence region is due to the fact that the model
represents a curved exponential family when the dimension of response
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variable Y is larger than the dimension of explanatory variable X (Brown,
1993). Problems arise when the slope is close to zero.
Kubokawa and Robert (1994), and Plessis, Merwe, and Groenewald (1995)
studied the multivariate linear calibration problem using Bayesian approach
based on reference priors (Bernardo, 1979; Berger and Bernardo, 1992a,
1992b). They considered the case where the explanatory variable X is a scalar.
Ghosh, Carlin and Srivastava (1995) discussed Bayesian approach to
univariate linear calibration problem, and derived reference priors as well
as first order probability matching priors. They show that Jeffreys (1961)
non-informative prior, as well as the one used by Hunter and Lamboy
(1981), are first order probability matching priors. In this paper, we extend
their work by finding the second order probability matching priors for
univariate linear calibration, and studying matching and reference priors for
multivariate linear calibration problems. We refer to Ghosh and Mukerjee
(1996) for review of recent developments of probability matching priors.
Section 2 considers the general multivariate linear calibration problem.
A class of first order probability matching priors and a complete catalog of
reference priors (including Jeffreys’ prior) are derived. It turns out that Jeffreys’
prior is a first order probability matching priors for and only for the unidimen-
sional multivariate linear calibration case (the explanatory variable is a scalar),
and other reference priors belong to the class of the first order probability
matching priors for and only for the univariate linear calibration case.
Section 3 considers the unidimensional multivariate linear calibration
(the explanatory variable X is a scalar). An orthogonal parametric trans-
formation (Cox and Reid, 1987) is found and the complete class of first
order probability matching priors is derived. Furthermore, when the
covariance matrix is known or known up to a scalar, second order prob-
ability matching priors are also derived. In particular, for the univariate
linear calibration problem, the prior of Hunter and Lamboy (1981) is a
second order probability matching prior when the variance is unknown,
and Jeffreys’ prior is a second order probability matching prior when the
variance is known.
Section 4 compares posteriors based on the second order probability
matching priors, Jeffreys’ priors and the reference priors through several
numerical examples.
2. MULTIVARIATE LINEAR CALIBRATION‘ IS A VECTOR
In general Multivariate linear calibration, the calibration model is
given by
Yi=:+BtXi+= i , i=1, ..., n (2.1)
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and the prediction model is
Zj=:+Bt‘+=$j , j=1, ..., m, (2.2)
where Yi ( p_1), Zj ( p_1) are real random vector of responses, Xi (q_1)
are fixed vector of explanatory variables, =i ( p_1) and =$j ( p_1) are iid
N(0, 7 ), :( p_1), B(q_p), ‘(q_1) are unknown parameters. Without loss
of generality, we assume ni=1 Xik=0, for k=1, ..., q, where X
t
i =
(Xi1 , ..., Xiq), i=1, ..., n. Further, we assume q p, to avoid singularity
problem of Fisher information matrix.
The parameter of interest is the q dimensional unknown explanatory
vector ‘.
2.1. First Order Probability Matching Priors
To derive the probability matching priors, first we need to find the
Fisher information matrix. The log-likelihood function log L(‘, :, B, 7 )
under the Model (2.1) and (2.2) is proportional to
&
m+n
2
log |7 |&
1
2
:
n
i=1
(Yi&:&BtXi)T 7&1(Yi&:&BtXi)
&
1
2
:
m
j=1
(Zj&:&Bt‘)T 7&1(Z j&:&Bt‘).
The Fisher information matrix thus is given by
I(‘, :, B, 7 )
=\
mB7&1Bt mB7&1 m‘TB7&1 0
+ ,
m7&1Bt (m+n) 7&1 m‘T7&1 0
m‘7&1Bt m‘7&1 \ :
n
i=1
X iX Ti +m‘‘
T+7&1 0
0 0 0
7&1
7
}
m+n
2
where (7&17 )=((&7&1 } (7&17ij) } 7&1)kl), i j=1, 2, ..., p, k
l=1, 2, ..., p, which is a ( p+1) p2_( p+1) p2 matrix. The derivation of
I(‘, :, B, 7 ) is given in the Appendix.
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Repeated application of (2.6.3)(2.6.5) in Press (1982) leads to the
inverse
I&1(‘, :, B, 7 )=\
A11
A21
A31
0
A12
A22
A32
0
A13
A23
A33
0
0
0
0
A44+
with
A11=u(‘) Q&1
A12=AT21=&
1
n
Q&1B
A13=AT31=&‘
TC &1xx Q
&1B
A22=
1
n
7&
1
n
u&1(‘)(7&BtQ&1B)
(2.3)
A23=AT32=&
1
n
u&1(‘) ‘TC &1xx  (7&BtQ&1B)
A33=C &1xx 7&u
&1(‘) C &1xx ‘‘
TC &1xx  (7&B
tQ&1B)
A44=
7
7&1
2
m+n
,
where
Cxx= :
n
i=1
XiX Ti (2.4)
Q=B7&1Bt (2.5)
u(‘)=
1
m
+
1
n
+‘tC &1xx ‘. (2.6)
Since the parameter of interest being a vector, we use the results of Datta
(1996) to derive first order probability matching priors. Also, since the
assumption of independence between ‘ and (:, B, 7 ) is reasonable (see
Brown, 1982), the derivation of probability matching priors is given within
the subclass where: ?(‘, :, B, 7 )=?1(‘) ?2(:, B, 7 ).
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The main result of this section is as follows.
Theorem 1. Under (2.1) and (2.2), when ‘ is the parameter of interest,
?(‘, :, B, 7 )B[u(‘)] ( p+d&2)2 ‘
l
i=1
|BMi (7 ) Bt| di2 s(7 ) (2.7)
is a first order probability matching prior, where l is any nonnegative integer,
Mi (7 ) is p.d. p_p matrix, s is any nonnegative smooth function, di is any
real value, d= li=1 di .
Remark 1. The priors in Theorem 1 are simultaneous marginal prob-
ability matching priors (see definition in Datta, 1996). We have checked to
see that Eq. (7.) in Datta (1996) does not hold, thus the priors are not joint
probability matching priors for ‘.
This theorem is a consequence of the following two technical lemmas.
Lemma 1. Under (2.1) and (2.2), when ‘ is the parameter of interest,
?(‘, :, B, 7 ) B u(d+ p&2)2 (‘) ?2(:, B, 7 )
is a first order probability matching prior if ?2( } ) is smooth and satisfies:
Bti
 log ?2(:, B, 7 )
B j
={0,d,
i{ j,
i= j,
i, j=1, ..., q,
where Bi is the ith column of Bt, d is any real value.
The proof of this lemma is technical and tedious. It is deferred to the
Appendix.
Lemma 2. For any positive definite matrix M ( free of B)
Bti
 log |BMBt|
Bj
={0,2,
i{ j,
i= j,
i, j=1, ..., q.
The proof of Lemma 2 is also deferred to the Appendix.
2.2. Reference Priors
Jeffreys’ prior can be obtained by calculating the square root of the
determinant of Fisher’s information matrix I(‘, :, B, 7 ), which after some
algebra, is given by
?J (‘, :, B, 7 )Bu( p&q)2(‘) |B7&1Bt|12 |7 |&( p+q+2)2.
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TABLE I
Catalog of Reference Priors
Grouped parameters in their order of
importance Prior distribution
[‘, :, B, 7 ] B
|B7 &1Bt| 12
|7 | ( p+q+2)2
u( p&q)2(‘) (Jeffreys’s prior)
[‘], [:, B, 7 ] B |7 | &( p+q+2)2 u&q2(‘)
[‘], [:, B], [7 ] B |7 | &( p+1)2 u&q2(‘)
[‘], [7 ], [:, B] B |7 | &( p+1)2 u&q2(‘)
[‘], [:, 7 ], [B] B |7 | &( p+1)2 u&q2(‘)
[‘], [B], [:, 7 ] B |7 | &( p+1)2 u&q2(‘)
[‘], [B, 7 ], [:] B |7 | &( p+q+1)2 u&q2(‘)
[‘], [:], [B, 7 ] B |7 | &( p+q+1)2 u&q2(‘)
[‘], [:], [B], [7 ] B |7 | &( p+1)2 u&q2(‘)
[‘], [:], [7 ], [B] B |7 | &( p+1)2 u&q2(‘)
[‘], [B], [:], [7 ] B |7 | &( p+1)2 u&q2(‘)
[‘], [B], [7 ], [:] B |7 | &( p+1)2 u&q2(‘)
[‘], [7 ], [:], [B] B |7 | &( p+1)2 u&q2(‘)
[‘], [7 ], [B], [:] B |7 | &( p+1)2 u&q2(‘)
Following Berger and Bernardo (1992a), using rectangular compacts for
‘, :, B, 7, and using (2.3)(2.6), the reference priors are easily derived.
Table I provides a complete catalog of such priors for the multivariate
linear calibration problem where ‘ is the parameter of interest, and the
remaining parameters are split into one, two, or three groups according to
their order of importance. Our results generalized those of Kubokawa and
Robert (1994), and Plessis et al. (1995) when q=1. Comparing Table I
with the results in Theorem 1, we can see that Jeffreys’ prior belongs to the
class of the first order probability matching priors if and only if q=1, other
reference priors belong to the class of the first order probability matching
priors if and only if p=q=1, which is the univariate linear calibration
case.
For reference priors other than Jeffreys’ prior, explicit form of marginal
posterior distribution can be obtained. This we briefly describe below.
Let :^, B be the least-square estimators of : and B based on the observa-
tions from the calibration experiment (2.1) only, and let
S+= :
n
i=1
(Yi&:^&X iB )(Y i&:^&XiB )t+ :
m
j=1
(Zj&Z )(Zj&Z )t
be the pooled residual sum of products from both calibration and
prediction experiments, where Z =1m mj=1 Zj .
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Theorem 2. With the prior ?(‘, :, B, 7 )B |7 |&(d+q+1)2 u&q2(‘),
where d0, the marginal posterior distribution of ‘ is
p(‘ | Y, Z)B
|u(‘)| (m+n&2q& p&1+d )2
[u(‘)+(Z &:^&B T‘)T S &1+ (Z &:^&B
T‘)](m+n+q&1+d)2
which is proper and has up to (q+ p&2)2 th finite moments.
Proof. The derivation of the posterior distributions follow similarly as
Brown (1982) and Press (1982, pp. 186188). The proof of finiteness of the
moments is straightforward and is omitted here.
3. MULTIVARIATE LINEAR CALIBRATION‘ IS A SCALAR
We consider now the multivariate calibration problems with scalar
explanatory variables. Brown (1982) pointed out the importance of this
case. The calibration experiment is represented as
Yi=:+;x i+= i , i=1, ..., n, (3.8)
while the prediction experiment is represented as
Zj=:+;‘+=$j , j=1, ..., m, (3.9)
where Yi ( p_1), Zj ( p_1) are random vector of responses, x i (scalars) are
fixed explanatory variables, =i ( p_1) and =$j ( p_1) are i.i.d. with density
function N(0, 7 ), :( p_1), ;( p_1), 7( p_p), ‘ (a scalar) are unknown
parameters.
The parameter of interest is once again ‘. The parameters :, ;, and 7 are
nuisance parameters. Without loss of generality, we assume ni=1 xi=0.
3.1. First Order Probability Matching Priors
The likelihood function L(‘, :, ;, 7 ) based on (3.8) and (3.9) is given by
1
(2?) (n+m)2
1
|7 | (n+m)2
exp {&12 :
n
i=1
(Yi&:&;xi)t 7&1(Yi&:&;xi)
&
1
2
:
m
j=1
(Zj&:&;‘)t 7&1(Zj&:&;‘)= .
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Following Cox and Reid (1987), after some algebra, we get an orthogonal
transformation
%1=‘
32=:+
m
m+n
‘;
33=;u12(‘)
7=7,
where
cxx= :
n
i=1
x2i , u(‘)=cxx+
mn
m+n
‘2. (3.10)
Equivalently, ‘=%1 , :=32&(m(m+n))(%1 u12(%1)) 33 , ;=u&12(%1) 33 ,
7=7.
Now, the likelihood function L(%1 , 32 , 33 , 7 ) under the new
parameterization is
1
(2?) (m+n)2
1
|7 | (m+n)2
_exp {&12 :
n
i=1 \Y i&32+
m
m+n
%133 u&12(%1)&u&12(%1) 33 xi +
t
7&1
_\Yi&32+ mm+n %133 u&12(%1)&u&12(%1) 33xi +
&
1
2
:
m
j=1 \Zi&32+
m
m+n
%133 u&12(%1)&u&12(%1) 33%1 +
t
7&1
_\Zi&32+ mm+n %133 u&12(%1)&u&12(%1) 33%1+= .
The Fisher information matrix I(3) is then
cxx3 t3 7
&133
((m(m+n)) u(%1))2
0 0 0
.
0 (m+n) 7&1 0 0
0 0
m
m+n
7&1 0
0 0 0
7
7&1
m+n
2
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From Tibshirani (1989), the class of the first order probability matching
priors is characterized by
?(3)B
(3t37
&133)12
u(%1)
g(32 , 33 , 7 ), (3.11)
where g( } ) is an arbitrary nonnegative function with continuous third
partial derivatives.
Since probability matching priors are invariant under any one-to-one
re-parameterization (see Datta and Ghosh, 1996), the class of first order
probability matching priors under the original parametrization is
characterized by
?(‘, :, ;, 7 )B (;t7&1;)12 u( p&1)2(‘) d \:+ mm+n ‘;, u12(‘) ;, 7+ ,
(3.12)
where d is an arbitrary nonnegative smooth function.
A subclass of the first order probability matching priors is given by
?(‘, :, ;, 7 )B (;t7&1;)12 u( p&1)2(‘) d(u12(‘) ;, 7 ). (3.13)
Remark 2. When p=1, (3.12) becomes
?(‘, :, ;, _2)B
|;|
- _2
d \:+ mm+n ‘;, u12(‘) ;, _2+ . (3.14)
It can be verified that the priors given in (3.14) are solutions of the prob-
ability matching equations given in (5) in Ghosh, Carlin, and Srivastava
(1995). Also, a subclass of the first order probability matching priors in
(3.14) is given by
?(‘, :, ;, _2)B |;| - _&2 d(u12(‘) ;, _2)
which is exactly the general class of solutions considered by Ghosh, Carlin,
and Srivastava (1995).
Remark 3. In case of q=1, the class of the first order probability
matching priors given in Theorem 1 in Subsection 2.1 belongs to the class
of the first order probability matching priors given in (3.13).
3.2. Second Order Probability Matching Priors
Since there are infinitely many first order probability matching priors, it
is difficult to make a choice within this class. Second order probability,
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matching would dramatically narrow down the choice of priors from the
available members.
For general unknown covariance matrix 7, we have found that a second
order probability matching prior may not exist. However, the second order
probability matching priors do exist when 7 is known or 7=_2V, V is
known, _2 is unknown. We state our findings in the theorem below.
Theorem 3. Consider the model given in (3.8) and (3.9). Then if (i)
p=1, 2, or if (ii) p>2 and the parameter space of 33 is away from zero,
(a)
?m(%1 , 32 , 33)B
(3 t37
&133)&( p&2)2
u(%1)
g(32) (3.15)
is a second order probability matching prior for known 7 ;
(b) if 7=_2V, with V known, _2 unknown,
?m(%1 , 32 , 33 , _2)B
(3 t3 V
&133)&( p&2)2
_2u(%1)
g(32) (3.16)
is a second order probability matching prior, where g( } ) is an arbitrary
smooth nonnegative function and u(%1) is defined in (3.10).
The proof of this theorem is deferred to the Appendix
Remark 4. Under the original parameterization, the second order
probability matching prior transforms to
(a) ?m(‘, :, ;)B (;t7&1;)&( p&2)2 g(:), (3.17)
when 7 is known;
(b) ?m(‘, :, ;, _2)B
(;tV &1;)&( p&2)2
_2
g(:), (3.18)
when 7=_2V, V is known, _2 is unknown. These priors do not depend on
the choice of the xi and n.
Remark 5. When p>2, if the parameter space of any %3i (; i)
(i=1, 2, ..., p) includes zero, then the corresponding posterior distributions
are improper, hence the priors given in Theorem 3 are not second order
probability matching priors. It may be interesting to notice that this
problem is closely related to the findings in part (ii) of Theorem 3 of Brown
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(1982), that is even when the hypothesis Ho: X t0 ;=0 for any given X0 is
rejected, the likelihood ratio statistic based frequentist confidence region
may be empty.
From the above example and also other similar examples that we have
encountered, it appears that usually if a second order probability matching
prior does not exist, difficulties are also anticipated in building a confidence
region based on the standard frequentist approach.
Remark 6. In the univariate calibration ( p=1, q=1),
when _2 is known,
?(3)B
|%3 |
u(%1)
g(%2) (i.e., ?(‘, :, ;)B |;| g(:))
are second order probability matching priors;
when _2 is unknown,
?(3)B
|%3 |
_2u(%1)
g(%2) \i.e., ?(‘, :, ;, _2)B |;|_2 g(:)+
are second order probability matching priors.
Remark 7. The prior used by Hunter and Lamboy (1981), ?B |;| _&2,
is a second order probability matching prior.
3.3. Reference Priors
Unlike probability matching priors, reference priors, in general, are not
invariant with respect to reparameterization. We consider reference priors
under two different parameterization: the original parameterizations and
also the orthogonal parameterization.
First we consider the case that the covariance matrix 7 is unknown.
Under the original parameterization, the complete catalog of reference
priors is given by letting q=1 in Table I. Also, under the orthogonal
parameterization, replacing both u&q2(‘) and u( p&q)2(‘) with u&1(%1), and
replacing (‘, :, ;, 7 ) with (%1 , 32 , 33 , 7 ), a complete catalog of reference
priors is found. Comparing with (3.11), we can see that all reference priors
are also first order probability matching priors under the orthogonal
parameterization. One may recall in Subsection 2.2 that reference priors
other than Jeffreys’ prior are not first order probability matching priors
under the original parameterization for the case p>1.
Next we consider the cases (a) the covariance matrix 7 is known and (b)
7=_2V, V is known, _2 is unknown. Letting q=1 in Table I, and (a)
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replacing |7| by 1 for known 7; (b) replacing |7| by _2 and 7 by V for
7 known upto a scalar, this leads to two complete catalogs of reference
priors under the original parameterization. By comparing above reference
priors with (3.17) and (3.18), we see that reference priors (except Jeffreys’
prior) are not second order probability matching prior under the original
parameterization, and Jeffreys’ prior is a second order probability matching
prior only for univariate linear calibration and when the variance is known.
On the other hand, the reference priors under the orthogonal param-
eterization can also be easily derived through I&1(3). For example, the
one-at-a-time reference prior is given by
?R B
1
u(%1)
, (3.19)
when 7 is known,
?R B
1
u(%1) _2
, (3.20)
when 7=_2V, V is known.
Comparing (3.19) and (3.20) with the results in Theorem 3, we see that
the above reference priors are second order probability matching priors if
and only if p=2. We can also check to see that no other reference prior
is a second order probability matching prior under the orthogonal
parameterization.
4. DISCUSSION
For univariate linear calibration problem, the second order probability
matching prior is precisely the non-informative prior used by Hunter and
Lamboy (1981). Ghosh et al. (1995) compared the credible sets based on
the second order probability matching prior, the reference priors and
Jeffreys’ prior, through two numerical examples. The first example used the
same data set as that of Hunter and Lamboy (1981). It turns out that the
950 equal-tail posterior credible intervals are very similar, they all close to
Fieller’s confidence interval. For this example, the correlation between x
and y is very large (0.996), hence the chance that slope ; being close to
zero is very small. The second example used a simulated data set (Table 4
of Ghosh et al., 1995) which has a smaller correlation between x and y
(0.496), the results are also given in our Table II. Fieller’s confidence inter-
val is calculated by applying formula (2.8) in Brown (1993), which is
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TABLE II
Posterior Medians and 950 Equal-tail Credible
Intervals for ‘, Simulated data
Posterior quantiles for ‘
Prior distribution 2.5 50 97.5
60 (two-group) &19.87 6.68 35.20
62 (three-group) &21.79 6.66 36.98
61 (threefour-group) &25.20 6.67 24.18
6J (Jeffreys) &8.15 6.72 24.18
6HL (Hunter and Lamboy) &10.91 6.73 27.67
(&12.78, 33.47). Again, the 950 equal tail credible interval based on the
second order probability matching prior is close to Fieller’s confidence
interval. Jeffreys’ prior is liberal and reference priors are conservative.
When q=1 and p=2, the uniform prior distribution is a second order
probability matching prior for known covariance matrix 7. In such a case,
Plessis et al. (1995) derived posterior distributions based on the uniform
prior, two-group reference priors and Jeffreys’ prior. They reanalyzed the
paint data of Brown (1982) to compare various posterior distributions
of ‘. The same 9 observations are used for prediction purposes. It turns
out that there is little difference among these posteriors for any practical
purposes. The average length of the 950 credible intervals of ‘ are
CU=1.5705, CJ=1.5996, and CR=1.5579. In this example, Jeffreys’ prior
emerges as conservative and the two-group reference prior is liberal, while
the second order probability matching prior again is some where between
them.
When q=1 and 7=_2I2 (this can easily be expanded to the case
7=_2V ), _2 is unknown, by direct integrations, the posterior distribution
under the class of priors ?(‘, :, ;, _2)B(_2)&c u&d (‘) is given by
?(‘ | y, z) B
1
ud+1(‘) g&(‘)
,
where &=n+m+c&3, and
g(‘)= :
2
i=1 _Si1+S i2&
( yi.+zi.)2
m+n
&
(Six+(z i& y i)(mn(m+n)) ‘)2
(nm(n+m))  x2j u(‘) &
with Si1=nj=1 y
2
ij , Si2=
m
j=1 z
2
ij , S ix=
n
j=1 yijxj , yi.=
n
j=1 yij , zi.=
mj=1 zij , z i=zi. m, y i= yi.n, and i=1, 2.
The posterior based on the second order probability matching prior
corresponds to the case d=0, c=1, while the posteriors based on the
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reference priors (except Jeffreys’ prior) correspond to the cases where
d=12 and c appropriately chosen. Although we can derive the posteriors
in above example (q=1, 7=_2I2) explicitly, it’s difficult to compare them
analytically. For most cases with either Jeffreys’ prior or second order
probability matching prior, the exact formulae of the posteriors do not
exist. Extensive simulation are needed to evaluate the performance of the
different priors, particularly to assess the actually coverage probabilities of
the credible sets based on different priors for variant parameters. The
author is undertaking this work using MCMC simulation.
APPENDIX
Derivation of I(‘, :, B, 7 ). From (2.3), ( log L‘)=m[B7&1(Z &:)
&B7&1Bt‘]. Then,
2 log L
2‘
=&mB7&1Bt,
2 log L
‘ :
=&m7&1Bt,
E
2 log L
‘ 7ij
=0 for i j=1, 2, ..., p.
Also,
 log L
:
=7&1(&(n+m) :+mZ &mBt‘+nY ).
Hence,
2 log L
:2
=&(n+m) 7&1,
E
2 log L
: 7ij
=0, for i j=1, 2, ..., p.
On the other hand, with direct product notations, L(‘, :, B, 7 ) is written
as
L=&
m+n
2
log |7|+ :
n
i=1
(X ti  (Y
t
i 7
&1)) vec(Bt)
+ :
m
j=1
(‘t (Zj&:)t 7&1) vec(Bt)&
1
2
m vect(Bt)[(‘‘T)7&1] vec(Bt)
&
1
2
vect(Bt) :
n
i=1
(Xi X ti 7&1) vec(Bt).
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Then,
 log L
 vec(Bt)
=\ :
n
i=1
[X ti  (Y
t
i 7
&1)]+
t
+\ :
m
j=1
[‘t (Zj&:)t 7&1]+
t
&m((‘‘t)7&1) vec(Bt)& :
n
i=1
(X iX ti 7
&1) vec(Bt).
Hence,
2 log L
 vec(Bt) ‘
=&m‘7&1Bt
2 log L
 vec(Bt) :
=&m‘7
E
2 log L
 vec(Bt) 7ij
=0,
for i j=1, 2, ..., p.
Proof of Lemma 1. Let
%t=(‘t, :t(vec(;t)), 711 , ..., 71p , 722 , ..., 72p , ..., 7pp)
dii=u(‘) Qii
’i (%)=
1 i (%)
d12ii
,
where Qii is the i th diagonal element of Q&1, Q is defined in (2.5)
and 1 i (%) is the i th column of I&1(%), i=1, ..., q, Bt=(B1 , ..., Bq),
vec(Bt)=(Bt1 ,B
t
2 ,...,B
t
q)
t.
Following Datta (1996), to drive a simultaneous marginal probability
matching for the components of ‘, we only need to solve the differential
equations
:
j

%j
[’ ij (%) ?(%)]=0 for i=1, ..., q, (4.21)
This is equivalent to
:
j
(1 ij (%)d12ii )
%j
?(%)+:
j
(1 ij (%)d12ii )
?(%)
% j
=0 for i=1, ..., q.
(4.22)
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After some algebra, (4.22) is written as
?(%) {tr _(A11(i) d
12
ii )
‘ &+tr _
(A31(i) d12ii )
 vec(Bt) &=
+
A11(i)
d12ii
?(%)
‘
+
A12(i)
d12ii
?(%)
:
+
A31(i)
d12ii
?(%)
 vec(Bt)
=0, (4.23)
where A11(i) denotes the i th row of the matrix A11 .
With the independence assumption ?(‘, :, B, 7 )=?1(‘) ?2(:, B, 7 ),
(4.23) becomes
?1(‘) ?2(:, ;, 7 ) _tr \(A11(i) d
12
ii )
‘ ++tr \
(A31(i)d12ii )
 vec(Bt) +&
+
A11(i)
d12ii
?2(:, ;, 7 )
?1(‘)
‘
+
A12(i)
d12ii
?1(‘)
?2(:, ;, 7 )
:
+
A31(i)
d12ii
?1(‘)
?2(:, ;, 7 )
 vec(Bt)
=0.
This simplifies to
A11(i)
 log ?1(‘)
‘
=&d12ii tr _(A11(i) d
12
ii )
‘ &&d12ii tr _
(A31(i) d12ii )
 vec(Bt) &
&A12(i)
 log ?2(:, B, 7 )
:
&A13(i)
 log ?2(:, B, 7 )
 vec(Bt)
. (4.24)
We may see that
\d12ii tr _(A11(i) d
12
ii )
‘ &+q_1 =Q&1C &1xx ‘,
\d12ii tr _(A31(i) d
12
ii )
 vec(Bt) &+q_1 =&( p&1) Q&1C &1xx ‘,
and
A13
 log ?2(:, B, 7 )
 vec(Bt)
=&Q&1WC &1xx ‘, (4.25)
where W=(B ti( log ?2(:, B, 7 )Bj))q_q .
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Then (4.24) becomes
u(‘)
 log ?1(‘)
‘
=(W+( p&2) Iq) C &1xx ‘&
B
n
 log ?2(:, B, 7 )
:
. (4.26)
If ?2(:, B, 7 ) is free of :, (4.26) becomes
u(‘)
 log ?1(‘)
‘
=(W+( p&2) Iq) C &1xx ‘. (4.27)
Lemma 1 follows.
Proof of Lemma 2. Let uj ( p_1), j=1, ..., p, be the unit vector with j th
element equal to 1. Use the result,
 log |M|
a
=tr \M&1 \M ija +p_p+ ,
where M=(Mij) be any p_p non-singular matrix.
Then
0 } } } u tj MB1 } } } 0
b b b
0 } } } u tj MBi&1 } } } 0 log |BMBt |
Bij
=tr (BMBt)&1 u tj MB1 } } } 2u
t
j MB i } } } u
t
j MBq .
0 } } } u tj MBi+1 } } } 0
b b b
0 } } } u tj MBq } } } 0
Hence
Btk
 log |BMBt|
Bi
0 } } } BtkMB1 } } } 0
b b b
0 } } } BtkMB i&1 } } } 0
=tr (BMBt)&1 B tk MB1 } } } 2B
t
k MBi } } } B
t
kMBq
0 } } } BtkMB i+1 } } } 0
b b b
0 } } } BtkMBq } } } 0
={2,0,
k=i
k{i
for k, i=1, ..., q.
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Lemma 2 follows.
Proof of Theorem 3.
Case 1. 7 is known. Under the orthogonal parameterization, a prior in
(3.11) is second order probability matching prior if and only if it satisfies the
partial differential equation (2.10) in Mukerjee and Ghosh (in press), that is,
1
6 d(%
(2)) D1(I &3211 L1, 1, 1)+ :
k
v=2
:
k
s=2
Dv[I &1211 L11s I
sv d(%(2))]=0. (4.28)
In our context, k=2p, %(2)=(32 , 33), L1, 1, 1=E( log L%1)3=0
L112
\ b +=E 3 log L%21 32 =0L11( p+1)
L11( p+2)
\ b +=E 3 log L%21 33 =& cxxu2(%1) 7&133L11(2p+1)
u2(%1)
cxx 3 t37
&133
0 0
I &1(%1 , 32 , 33)=\ 0 1m+1 7 0 + .0 0 m+n
mn
7
Let I sv denotes the (s, v)th element of I&1(%1 , 32 , 33). Equation (4.28)
simplifies to
:
p
e=1

%3e \ :
p
i=1
:
p
j=1
_ ij%3j_ei
u(%1)
(3 t37
&133)12
d(%(2))+=0, (4.29)
where _ij , _ij are respectively the (i, j)th element of 7 and 7&1.
Since
:
p
i=1
_ij_ei={1,0,
j=e
j{e,
(4.29) further simplifies to
:
p
e=1

%3e \%3e
u(%1)
(3 t37
&133)12
d(%(2))+=0.
One class of solutions is d(%(2))B(3 t37
&133)&( p&1)2 g(32).
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Then a class of second order probability matching priors is given by
?m(%1 , 32 , 33 , _)B
(3 t37
&133)&( p&2)2
u(%1)
g(%2).
Case 2. The proof is similar to the previous case.
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